Chapter 19
THE IDEAL SOURCE OF LOCAL PUBLIC REVENUE
The mode of taxation is, in fact, quite as important as the amount. As a small
burden badly placed may distress a horse that could carry with ease a much
larger one properly adjusted, so a people may be impoverished and their power
of producing wealth destroyed by taxation, which, if levied in another way,
could be borne with ease. HENRY GEORGE

Charging market prices for curb parking is not only sound transportation policy, but also
sound fiscal policy. It can be related to the ideas of the nineteenth century reformer Henry
George, who argued that land rent is the most appropriate source of government revenue. We
rarely consider curb parking spaces to be “rented,” but they are, albeit on a small scale and for a
short duration. A parking space is the smallest parcel of land commonly rented, but between 5
and 8 percent of urban land is devoted to curb parking, so charging the market price for it can
yield substantial revenue.

Born in Philadelphia in 1839, Henry George received no training in politics or economics,
and his formal education ended with the seventh grade. He went to sea at 16, and halfway
through his second voyage around the world he left his ship to become a journeyman printer in
San Francisco, which was beginning its transformation from a pioneer camp to a big city. The
young George noticed that great wealth and extreme poverty were arising concurrently.
Determined to explain—and remedy—this relationship, he began writing in his spare time. The
result was Progress and Poverty, in which he contended that taxes on land are a “naturally
ordained” source of government revenue for two reasons.
George’s first point was that a tax on land is fair because communities rather than
individuals create land values:
The tax upon land values is, therefore, the most just and equal of all taxes. It falls only upon
those who receive from society a peculiar and valuable benefit, and upon them in proportion to
the benefit they receive. It is the taking by the community, for the use of the community, of that
value which is the creation of the community. It is the application of the common property to
common uses.1
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George’s second point was that taxes on land do not reduce the incentives to construct
and maintain buildings. The need to raise cash to pay taxes may even prompt owners to put their
land to its “highest and best” use (i.e., the one that yields the highest rent). Taxes on buildings,
in contrast, do reduce the returns from investment and thus the incentives to construct and
maintain buildings. Further, George argued, the added revenue from land taxes will allow cities
to cut other taxes and stimulate economic growth:
To abolish the taxation which now hampers every wheel of exchange and presses down upon
every form of industry would be like removing an immense weight from a powerful spring.
Imbued with fresh energy, production would start into new life, and trade would receive a
stimulus which would be felt to the remotest arteries.2

In the most ambitious form of his proposal, George maintained that taxes on land can produce
enough revenue to replace all other taxes in the economy. The land tax would consequently
become the “single tax,” replacing all taxes on labor and capital. The enterprise unleashed by
this shift in taxation, he argued, would produce progress without poverty.3
These ideas were not entirely new. A century before Henry George began writing, Adam
Smith also endorsed land value taxation in The Wealth of Nations:
Ground-rents are a still more proper subject of taxation than the rent of houses. A tax upon
ground-rents would not raise the rents of houses. It would fall altogether upon the owner of the
ground-rent, who acts always as a monopolist, and exacts the greatest rent which can be got for
the use of his ground.4

Henry George echoed Smith, but this did not give him credence in the economics profession.
Most contemporary economists considered George a radical or even a crackpot, but his ideas
attracted a huge popular following. Economic historian Mark Blaug says, “in the Englishspeaking world in the last quarter of the nineteenth century it wasn’t Marx but Henry George
who was the talking-point of all debates among fiery young intellectuals.”5 Running as a labor
candidate, George narrowly lost the race for mayor of New York in 1886, but he drew more votes
than the Republican candidate, Theodore Roosevelt, who dismissed George as “an utterly cheap
reformer.”6
Regarding the contemporary economists’ harsh criticism of George, Joseph Schumpeter
wrote in his History of Economic Analysis:
Barring his panacea (the Single Tax) and the phraseology connected with it, [George] was a very
orthodox economist. . . . Professional economists who focused attention on the single-tax
proposal and condemned Henry George’s teaching, root and branch, were hardly just to him.
The proposal . . . is not economically unsound, except in that it involves an unwarranted
optimism concerning the yield of such a tax.7
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Many once-popular economic theories have disappeared without a trace since Progress and
Poverty was published, but economists continue to discuss land value taxation. After first
opposing George and then ignoring him, most economists now agree with his central proposition
that property taxes are better placed on land than on buildings. For all his overblown rhetoric,
Henry George was essentially right. Nine Nobel Laureates in economics, conservative and
liberal alike, have endorsed land value taxation for the same reason that George gave: it raises
public revenue without distorting private incentives.8 “In my opinion,” Milton Friedman said,
“the least bad tax is the property tax on the unimproved value of land, the Henry George
argument of many, many years ago.”9
Richard Arnott and Joseph Stiglitz showed that, under certain assumptions, total land rent
in a city will equal the total expenditure on municipal public goods, so perhaps land rent really
can finance local government, a proposal economists had previously dismissed.10 In homage to
the idea’s originator, Arnott and Stiglitz dubbed their finding the “Henry George Theorem.”
Despite the efficiency and revenue potential of land value taxation, however, most cities continue
to levy the same tax rate on land and buildings.
CURB PARKING REVENUE IS PUBLIC LAND RENT
George died in 1897, just as the car was born, so what do his ideas have to do with
parking? There are two main connections. First, the revenue from curb parking is land rent that
can be used to finance local governments. Second, underpricing creates a shortage of curb
parking, which in turn leads cities to impose off-street parking requirements for every land use,
and these parking requirements act like a tax on buildings. Free curb parking and off-street
parking requirements are therefore the exact opposites of what Henry George recommended:
cities fail to collect land rent from curb parking, and they impose a heavy tax on buildings.
Consequently, cities can still obtain many of the benefits of land value taxation by adopting two
related policies:

charge market prices for curb parking and remove off-street parking

requirements.
Curb parking spaces are in fixed supply, so the revenue derived from them is pure land
rent.11 Demand determines the rental value of curb spaces, which are publicly owned, and the
city can use the revenue to pay for public services. Charging for curb parking fits well with
Henry George’s proposal and is actually far simpler than taxation as a way to collect land rent.
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Figure 19-1 compares market prices for curb parking and taxes on land values as ways to
collect land rent for public purposes. The comparison suggests two important points, the first of
which is the nature and source of the revenue. A price for curb parking is a user fee, not a tax,
and it is paid by motorists, not landowners. Nevertheless, it has the advantages George ascribed
to a land tax. Curb parking fees are paid only by motorists who occupy valuable public land and
only in proportion to the time they occupy it. The revenue is a “taking by the community, for the
use of the community, of that value which is the creation of the community.”12 Spending the
revenue to pay for neighborhood public services is also the “application of the common property
to common uses.”
Figure 19-1
The second point is that charging for curb parking is easier than taxing land value. What
George said about taxes on land better describes market prices for curb parking:
There is no necessity of resorting to any arbitrary assessment. The tax on land values, which is
the least arbitrary of taxes, possesses in the highest degree the element of certainty. It may be
assessed and collected with a definiteness that partakes of the immovable and unconcealable
character of the land itself.13

Despite George’s optimism, assessing and taxing the value of land is not easy. Many books have
been written on the difficulty of assessing land values (such as how to separate the values of land
and buildings) and on the difficulty of taxing them (such as whether to tax annual rent or capital
values).14 But curb parking spaces are bare sites, identical except for location, and transacted
constantly. They are like rental property with a high tenant turnover and a low transaction cost
per new tenant. Curb parking thus resembles a spot market in rented land, which makes it well
suited to market pricing. Rental prices can vary by hour of the day, day of the week, and time of
the year. Mispricing is immediately obvious: if the price is too high, too many curb spaces will
be vacant, while if it is too low, too many will be occupied. The solution is simple in either
case: adjust the price. Curb parking can thus become the most efficient land market in any city.
The shortage of free curb parking fuels the political pressure for off-street parking
requirements, which saddle all forms of development with increased costs and therefore increase
the prices for everything except parking. Market-price curb parking thus produces another
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important fiscal benefit: it allows cities to remove off-street parking requirements, which act like
a tax on buildings. Parking requirements differ from property taxes in that they are not related to
the value of buildings, so they do not discourage investment in the quality and durability of
buildings. But they do impose a burden in proportion to a building’s floor area, and we can
compare that burden with the ones imposed by impact fees and property taxes.15
Many cities require developers to pay impact fees to finance public infrastructure— such
as roads and schools — that development makes necessary. Parking requirements resemble these
impact fees because cities require developers to provide on-site parking spaces development
supposedly makes necessary. A few cities also allow developers to pay a fee in lieu of providing
the required parking; the cities then use the in-lieu revenue to provide public parking facilities.
Chapter 9 explains how these in-lieu fees reveal the “parking impact fees” implicit in parking
requirements. These impact fees depend on (1) the number of required parking spaces, and (2)
the cost per space. Table 9-4 in Chapter 9 shows the parking impact fees for one land use—
office buildings in the central business district—for a sample of 15 cities in 2002. Palo Alto,
with the highest impact fee, requires 4 spaces per 1,000 square feet of floor area, and its in-lieu
fee is $50,994 per space. The resulting impact fee is $204 per square foot of office space:
developers must pay $204 per square foot not to provide any parking ($50,994 x 4 ÷ 1,000 =
$204). The average parking impact fee for all cities in the sample is $46 per square foot of
offices. These impact fees may seem high, but they reflect only the cost of constructing parking
spaces.

Parking spaces also have operating costs for cleaning, lighting, repairs, security,

insurance, and property taxes. Developers who provide their own spaces may thus pay even
more than the impact fees calculated here.16
Most in-lieu fees are one-time payments not directly comparable to annual property taxes.
The in-lieu parking fees in Montgomery County, Maryland, however, are property taxes.
Montgomery County has established four “Parking Lot Districts” (Bethesda, Montgomery Hills,
Silver Spring, and Wheaton), and in each district it levies a 0.28 percent surcharge on the annual
property tax rate. The revenue is used to finance public parking facilities, and together the four
districts provide a total of 22,000 public parking spaces. All taxable real property in a district is
subject to the surtax, but owners can apply for an exemption by showing they meet the county’s
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minimum parking requirements; that is, properties with the required parking are exempt from the
surtax, but all other properties pay it. In effect, Montgomery County has discovered how to
impose parking requirements retroactively: all older buildings not meeting current requirements
must pay the tax surcharge that finances public parking.
Montgomery County’s general property tax rate is 0.741 percent of assessed value. The
total tax rate in Parking Lot Districts is 1.021 percent (0.741 + 0.28), so the parking surtax raises
the tax rate by 38 percent (0.28 ÷ 0.741).17 This provides a useful commentary on municipal
priorities: the surtax for parking amounts to more than a third of the tax for education, health,
libraries, police, social services, and transportation (property taxes are not, of course, the sole
source of revenue for these public services). Still, developers pay this surtax for a simple reason:
it is cheaper than providing the required parking spaces.18
Beyond providing public parking spaces, Montgomery County’s in-lieu arrangement
creates another benefit: it lets owners who pay the surtax convert their buildings to another use,
regardless of the parking requirement for that use. As a result, parking requirements no longer
freeze properties into their existing uses, and the new freedom to reuse older buildings has
stimulated economic development. The county requires 25 parking spaces per 1,000 square feet
of floor area for restaurants, for example, and exemption from this onerous requirement has been
credited for the opening of hundreds of new restaurants in Bethesda, Silver Spring, and
Wheaton.19 Anyone who opens a 1,000-square-foot restaurant would obviously prefer to pay a
0.28 percent property tax surcharge than to provide 25 parking spaces in a commercial center
with high land values. Willingness to pay the in-lieu fee suggests parking requirements impose a
heavier burden on enterprise than does a substantial increase in the property tax rate.
The high tax rates implicit in parking requirements explain their large effects on
development. Consider the results shown in the case studies in Chapter 5. Introducing a parking
requirement of one space per dwelling unit in Oakland reduced housing density by 31 percent
and reduced land values by 33 percent (see Table 5-1 in Chapter 5). Parking requirements impose
major costs on development and distort the markets for both land and buildings. What Henry
George said about abolishing taxes on buildings can also be said about abolishing parking
requirements: it will remove a burden that “presses down upon every form of industry.”20
Both property taxes and parking requirements place a burden on buildings, but property
taxes at least provide public revenue. What do parking requirements provide? Free parking,
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which skews transportation choices toward cars, adds to congestion and pollution, and plays a
part in many other problems. Henry George warned that property taxes discourage investment in
buildings. In effect, parking requirements impose a tax on buildings to subsidize driving, so the
harm is even greater.

Although parking fees are user charges, not taxes, we can still evaluate them according to
the traditional criteria for judging a tax.

Economists from Adam Smith onward have

recommended various ways to evaluate the tax structure, but none of their proposals differs
greatly from Smith’s four maxims:
I.The subjects of every state ought to contribute towards the support of the government,
as nearly as possible, in proportion to their respective abilities.
II.The tax each individual is bound to pay ought to be certain, and not arbitrary. The time
of payment, the manner of payment, and the quantity to be paid, ought all to be clear and
plain to the contributor, and to every other person.
III.Every tax ought to be levied at the time, or in the manner in which it is most likely to
be convenient for the contributor to pay it.
IV.Every tax ought to be so contrived as both to take out and to keep out of the pockets of
the people as little as possible, over and above what it brings into the public treasury.21
Curb parking revenue excels on all four criteria. Regarding the first criterion (ability to
pay), car ownership is strongly correlated with income and those who cannot afford a car do not
pay anything. As for the second criterion (certainty and transparency), market prices for parking
are certain rather than arbitrary, and the amount, time, and manner of payment are clear to
everyone. Regarding the third criterion (convenience), motorists pay small amounts for curb
parking throughout the year as they use it, while landowners pay large lump sums once or twice a
year. And curb parking revenue also performs well when judged by the last criterion (collection
costs). In some cities, the cost of collecting curb parking revenue is only 5 percent of the gross
revenue paid by motorists—the other 95 percent goes to the city.22
Except that it is a user charge rather than a tax, market-price curb parking is like Henry
George on wheels. And because it eliminates cruising, market-price curb parking also saves time
for motorists, and reduces traffic congestion, air pollution, accidents, and fuel consumption.
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These nonrevenue benefits of charging for curb parking differ greatly from the nonrevenue costs
of taxes that are a drag on the economy. (Several economists have estimated that each extra $1
raised by taxation increases other costs in the economy by about 30¢.23) User charges for curb
parking can thus increase efficiency in two ways: first by reducing the cost of transportation, and
second by raising enough revenue so that cities can reduce taxes that distort the incentives to
work, save, and invest.24
We can estimate the revenue potential of curb parking in three ways: (1) per curb space;
(2) as a share of total land rent; and (3) its ability to finance public improvements.
The ground beneath our wheels is quite valuable.

The average parking meter in

Pasadena, for example, yields (after collection costs) $4.70 a day, which is $1,712 a year (see
Table 16-1 in Chapter 16). In comparison, the median property tax for owner-occupied housing
units in the U.S. was $1,188 in 2001.25 Many houses have two curb spaces in front, so marketprice parking spaces may yield more revenue than the current property tax in some
neighborhoods.
The cost to construct off-street parking suggests the potential revenue from curb spaces.
To pay for itself, a parking structure must earn enough to cover the cost of constructing and
maintaining the new spaces. In her book Parking Structures, Mary Smith estimates the capitalplus-operating cost per space for an unattended aboveground parking garage is at least $5 a day
($150 a month, or $1,800 a year).26 Before a parking structure is built, the nearby curb spaces
should therefore be able to earn at least $5 a day.27
Because a typical curb space is 160 square feet, the rent per square foot would be $1.25 a
year ($1,800 ÷ 160), a very high value for land rent. One curb space yielding $1,800 a year has a
capital value of $36,000 if the interest rate is 5 percent ($1,800 ÷ 0.05); that is, if the parking
space could be sold, it would be worth paying $36,000 for the right to collect its future revenue.28
A typical curb space of 160 square feet would have a value of $225 per square foot ($36,000 ÷
160). To put this value in perspective, a small 5,000-square-foot residential lot valued at $225
per square foot would sell for $1.1 million. An acre of curb parking (272 spaces) would be worth
$9.8 million. But curb parking can be worth much more. For example, William Whyte, famous
observer of city life, described the high opportunity cost of curb spaces on Lexington Avenue in
Manhattan:
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By giving away land to parkers, or renting it for a pittance, cities are squandering some of the
most valuable real estate that they have. . . . For a clue from the marketplace, consider the case
of the Korean wig seller. He used to pay a store owner on Lexington Avenue four hundred
dollars a month for using 4 square feet of sidewalk for his wig stand. It wasn’t the store owner’s
space to rent, of course; but as such charges go, it was reasonable, and the wig seller thought the
business was worth it. In the curb lane adjacent, a diplomat used to park his Mercedes every
weekday. And he parked it all day long. For using 180 square feet of space he paid nothing. If
he had to pay at the same rate as the wig seller—one hundred dollars a month per square foot—
he would have paid eighteen thousand dollars per month.29

A curb parking space may not earn the same rent per square foot as a wig stand, but who would
have thought a wig stand could pay so much rent? In any case, Whyte’s example shows that free
curb parking in Manhattan has a high opportunity cost.
Figure 19-2 (photo of Korean wig seller)
In 2002, a survey of the 28,737 curb spaces in Manhattan south of 59th Street found that
only 6,904 (24 percent) were metered, so the untapped revenue potential must be immense.30 At
an average price of only $1 an hour, which is below the price of off-street parking in Manhattan,
these parking spaces could earn $250 million a year.
Condominium parking spaces also show curb parking’s revenue potential. In 2001, the
New York Times wrote with amazement about the high price of these spaces in Manhattan and
Brooklyn. (See sidebar.) Consider a building on Greenwich Street in TriBeCa, built in 1897 as a
lantern factory that was converted into condominium apartments and parking spaces in 1996.
The market prices of the parking spaces range from $45,000 to $80,000, and on top of that the
owners pay maintenance charges of $75 to $130 a month. Most people are staggered by these
seemingly outrageous prices because, after all, anyone can park free on the street. Small wonder,
then, that Manhattan drivers cruise for curb parking: they have a chance to get, free, the most
expensive space conceivable for storing a car.
Sidebar 19-1: (For Sale: Minimalist Condos, No View)
The prices for condominium spaces have been increasing. In 1979, the Brimmer Street
Garage on Beacon Hill in Boston became the first freestanding condominium garage in the U.S.,
with an initial price of $6,500 per space. In 2004, the Boston Globe reported that five of the 110
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spaces in the garage had recently been sold for prices between $144,500 and $167,500 per space
—plus a monthly condo fee of $163 and an annual property tax of $811. At an interest rate of 5
percent a year, these condominium parking spaces cost the owners about $30 a day.31 In contrast,
Boston charges residents nothing for permits to park on the street in “Resident Parking Only”
districts. But the city has issued 3,933 resident permits for the 983 curb spaces in the Beacon
Hill district, so although nonresidents are excluded, residents are not guaranteed a place to park.32
The 4-to-1 ratio of permits to curb spaces helps explain why some residents are willing to pay a
high price for an off-street space even when curb parking is free.
Figure 19-3. (Photograph of cars parked free at the curb outside the Brimmer Street Garage)
Market prices for off-street parking spaces are also high in other countries. In 1999, the
London Sunday Times reported that a former hotel in Knightsbridge was being converted into
apartments with prices ranging from £500,000 to £1.75 million. The marketing director said that
one underground parking space was available for each apartment: “We’re valuing them at
£35,000 and selling them separately because not everyone wants one.”33 Small wonder, again,
that not everyone wants a parking space when the price is £35,000 ($56,000). But these garage
spaces turned out to be a bargain. Reuters news service reported than an underground parking
space in Knightsbridge was sold for $177,000 in July 2003.34
All these prices pale in comparison to the $1.4 million that comedian Jerry Seinfeld spent
to convert an old plumbing store into a garage around the corner from his duplex apartment in
Manhattan. He bought the store in 1999, and four years of reconstruction work turned it into a
16- by 52-foot personal garage with room for four or five cars. “The truth about the garage is
that I love the Upper West Side,” Seinfeld said. “I circled the block every day for the four years
it was being built looking for a space. If a spot had opened up anywhere during that time I would
have immediately stopped construction.”35
These examples of market prices for off-street parking in Boston, London, and New York
suggest that the revenue from market-price curb parking in older cities can make a big
contribution to local public finance. Many small payments, each for a short time, add up to a lot
of money.
A standard curb parking lane is eight feet wide. We can therefore compare the area of a
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parking lane with the area of the land it fronts. Where property lines extend 160 feet back from
the street (a deep lot), curb parking occupies about 5 percent as much space as the property it
fronts (8 ÷ 160). Where property lines extend only 100 feet back from the street (a shallow lot),
a curb parking lane occupies about 8 percent as much space as the property it fronts. If marketprice curb parking yields the same land rent per square foot as the property it fronts, the ribbons
of public parking threaded throughout all cities can generate public revenue equivalent to
between 5 and 8 percent of total land rent.36 And because cities can charge for curb parking in
front of land exempt from property taxes (such as schools, government buildings, and churches),
curb parking can yield public revenue even where the property tax cannot. Curb parking spaces
might therefore yield more than 5 to 8 percent of taxable land rent.
This 5 to 8 percent estimate depends on assumptions that can lead to either an over- or
under-estimate: an overestimate because not all curb space is available for parking or an
underestimate because curb spaces are also available along the sides as well as the front of a
block. To obtain a more accurate estimate for one location, I measured the land area devoted to
curb spaces surrounding 12 blocks in Westwood Village adjacent to UCLA (see Chapter 14), and
compared it with the land area (excluding sidewalks and alleys) within these blocks. The curb
parking space equaled 5.1 percent of the private land area.
What share of the curb length in a typical commercial district is available for parking?
Studying a random sample of 129 commercial blocks, researchers in Portland, Oregon, recorded
the total curb length, the curb length where on-street parking was allowed, and the remaining
curb length where parking was prohibited (driveways, bus stops, fire hydrants, loading zones, and
the like).37 On average, only two-thirds of the curb length was available for parking. The
researchers also counted the number of marked parking spaces available on each block and
estimated the number of cars that could park in the unmarked curb length available for parking.
On average, there were 3.3 parking spaces per 100 linear curb feet.
We can use the Portland data to make a rough estimate of the curb parking area
surrounding the average city block.38 The average curb length on one side of a block was 253
feet. If a block is square (253 feet on each side), the total area inside it is 64,000 square feet, and
the perimeter available for curb parking is 1,012 linear feet. At 3.3 parking spaces per 100 curb
feet, 33 spaces are available on the perimeter. If each curb space is 160 square feet (20 feet long
and 8 feet wide), the total curb parking area around the perimeter is 5,280 square feet, which is
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8.2 percent of the area inside the block.39 For every 100 privately owned blocks, then, the city
owns adjacent curb parking spaces equivalent to about eight more blocks. If market-price curb
parking yields the same rent per square foot as the private property that it fronts, it will yield
about 8 percent of total land rent.
The revenue potential of land devoted to curb parking should be at least double that of an
adjacent off-street lot. A curb space occupies about 160 square feet while an off-street space
often occupies about 320 square feet (160 for the parked car and another 160 for the access
aisles). Curb parking thus requires about half the land per space that a parking lot does because it
uses land more efficiently; at the same revenue per space, curb parking should therefore yield
about twice the revenue per square foot of off-street surface parking. Access to off-street parking
also requires curb cuts that remove curb spaces and thus reduces the net increase in the total
parking supply. In the extreme, a one-car garage requires a curb cut removing one curb space
and yielding no net increase in the parking supply.
Although the limited data suggest curb parking can yield substantial revenue, cities now
collect almost nothing.

In their survey of parking policies in 20 large metropolitan areas,

Kenneth Dueker, James Strathman, and Martha Bianco found that 51 percent of parking meters
are located in the CBD; two cities (Houston, Texas, and Portland, Oregon) did not have meters
anywhere outside the CBD.40 Cities therefore charge for only a tiny fraction of their curb spaces,
and collect only a tiny fraction of the potential land rent.
Converting the revenue per parking space into the revenue per front foot shows the
surprising ability of curb parking to finance public improvements. If a block has 33 parking
spaces on its 1,012-foot perimeter and each space earns $1,800 a year, the block will earn
$59,400 a year, or $59 a year per linear front foot.41 This revenue can pay to clean and repair the
sidewalks, plant and trim street trees, and provide other important public services. We can put
the buying power of this revenue in perspective by comparing it to the cost of sidewalk
replacement. In Los Angeles, the cost of replacing a sidewalk ranges between $10 and $20 per
square foot. Only one or two years of parking revenue should therefore be enough to replace a
six-foot-wide sidewalk in front of every property.42 Because many curb spaces should be able to
earn $5 a day ($1,800 a year), they can pay for substantial public improvements in their
neighborhood.
Demand determines the rent of land, and parking spaces are no exception. Cities can
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collect whatever revenue the curb spaces produce at the prices needed to manage parking
demand, and the added revenue can make the difference between poor and excellent public
services in the adjacent neighborhoods. Front-foot finance is particularly appropriate to pay for
“linear” public investments, such as sidewalks, streets, sewers, and underground utilities.
Charging the right price for curb parking and spending the revenue to provide public services is
much more sensible than offering free curb parking and requiring off-street parking spaces
everywhere.
Although the curb spaces that fringe almost every block amount to between 5 and 8
percent of the land within the block, cities rarely charge for curb parking. Why not? In Chapters
16 and 17, I argued that money fed into a parking meter seems to vanish into thin air: no one
knows where the money goes, and everyone wants to park free. Rather than charge for scarce
curb parking, cities require off-street parking because hiding a cost is much easier than charging
people for it and having the money disappear. But earmarking curb parking revenue to pay for
neighborhood public goods will transform the politics that produce free parking. I do not mean
earmarking the revenue to pay for a citywide public purpose such as public transit, but rather to
pay for public purposes within a parking benefit district. There is a world of difference between
feeding a meter and never seeing the money again and having someone else feed the meter to
support your neighborhood. If nonresidents pay to park and cities spend the money to benefit
residents, curb parking can become a popular source of public revenue. Residents who form a
parking benefit district will be taking out a license to collect land rent.
One of the biggest potential advantages of paid parking is also its biggest weakness.
Drivers don’t want to pay for curb parking precisely because its revenue potential is so high: the
more parking costs, the more drivers don’t want to pay for it. Only by creating neighborhood
interest groups that want the revenue will cities be able to charge the fair- market price for curb
parking. Figure 19-4 shows, in a hypothetical case, how the division of curb parking revenue
between a city and its neighborhoods can affect the total amount collected. The diagonal line
from the lower left to the upper right shows that total parking revenue increases as the city gives
a greater share of it to the neighborhoods: increasing the neighborhood’s share of the revenue
strengthens the political incentive to charge for curb parking. The two lower curves show the
revenues that accrue to neighborhoods and the general fund, depending on the share of revenue
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returned to neighborhoods.
Figure 19-4
First, consider the lower left corner, which represents the current situation in almost every
city: all curb parking revenue goes into the general fund, and nothing goes to the neighborhoods.
Paying for parking seems like paying rent to an absentee landlord. Because everyone objects to
paying for parking, and no one sees a direct benefit from the revenue, no one supports the idea of
charging for curb parking. Instead, everyone wants the city to require off-street parking for every
land use so that spillover does not create parking shortages. In some areas the city sets limits on
curb parking duration to create turnover, but strict enforcement is difficult and unpopular. If the
city keeps all curb parking revenue for the general fund, it collects almost nothing because most
people oppose parking meters. Cities in the U.S. collected only $1.43 per capita in net parking
revenues in 1997—less than ½¢ per person per day—a small share of the enormous potential
land rent from curb parking in a nation with 208 million motor vehicles.43 Taking all curb
parking revenue for the general fund is, from the neighborhood’s point of view, a 100 percent tax
rate that removes the incentive for residents to support charging for curb parking, so it yields
almost no revenue.

“High taxes, sometimes by diminishing the consumption of the taxed

commodities,” Adam Smith said, “frequently afford a smaller revenue to the government than
what might be drawn from more moderate taxes.”44 So too with curb parking.
Now, consider the upper right corner, which represents the situation where cities return
all curb parking revenue to the neighborhoods that generate it. No one wants to pay for parking
—that will never change—but residents begin to think like landlords, not tenants, and they agree
to form parking benefit districts that charge nonresidents for parking. Business owners also form
Business Improvement Districts that use the curb parking revenue to finance public
improvements in commercial areas.

Because neighborhoods receive the revenue, citizens

demand market prices for their curb parking, which in this example yields $100 million a year in
new public revenue.45
Most curb parking is free because we are to the left side of the figure: all curb parking
revenue goes into the general fund, and voters think like tenants, not landlords. Obviously, the
curves are only an illustration, and cities do collect a small amount of curb parking revenue
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(mostly in the CBD), even if they deposit all of it in the general fund. Likewise, cities need not
earmark all revenue for neighborhoods to generate the political support necessary for curb
parking fees. How much cities can take for the general fund without significantly reducing the
incentives to charge for curb parking is more a matter of politics than economics.46 Nevertheless,
the record in Pasadena (which returns all revenue to neighborhoods) shows that curb parking can
yield substantial new revenue if the city returns it to the neighborhoods generating it.47
By itself, analysis that supports charging for curb parking will not go far. Everyone wants
to park free, and rational arguments to the contrary are futile. The transportation benefits of
market-price curb parking are simply not enough to justify the higher prices that drivers would
have to pay. But another major benefit of market-price curb parking is government revenue.
Unless the revenue benefits a group who can insist drivers should pay market prices for curb
parking, the politics of parking will not change.48 As Henry George said about the opposition to
land value taxation, “It is not ignorance alone that offers opposition, but ignorance backed by
interest, and made fierce by passion.”49 The same holds true for opposition to paying for parking.
Nevertheless, returning revenue to the metered neighborhoods will create a countervailing
interest and incite a passion to charge for parking.
Many cities use special assessments to finance neighborhood public services. Residents
typically petition the city to form assessment districts to pay for sidewalk repairs or street lights,
for example, and property owners commonly pay in proportion to their street frontage. Similarly,
residents can petition the city to form parking benefit districts to finance neighborhood public
services, and curb parking will produce revenue in proportion to street frontage. One big
difference between a parking benefit district and a special assessment district is who pays for it:
property owners pay special assessments, while nonresident motorists will pay for curb parking.
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Special assessment revenues in the U.S. totaled $3.5 billion ($13 per capita) in 1997.50
One simple use for curb parking revenue is therefore to pay existing special assessments,
relieving property owners of the tax burden while continuing to provide public services that have
already passed the test of a neighborhood’s willingness to pay. Cities have the accounting
systems necessary to allocate special assessment revenue for neighborhood public services, so
these districts are ready-made recipients for curb parking revenue and would require no changes
in cities’ standard operating procedures. In effect, a parking benefit district is a kinder, gentler
special assessment district.
Special assessment districts are formed only after a community has decided it wants a
public service enough to pay for it. The demand for a public service comes first, and the special
assessment then finances it. Parking benefit districts lower the bar on a community’s willingness
to pay because everyone is eager to solve problems at someone else’s expense. And even if a
community has not yet identified a specific service it wants to finance, it may form a parking
benefit district because once the money comes in, the residents can then decide how to spend it.
Unlike special assessment districts that are organized around a common desire for a specific
public expenditure, parking benefit districts are based on the common ownership of valuable
land. The curb parking stays in public ownership, but the city establishes smaller communities to
manage their common land. Because all the resulting revenue pays for local public services,
these communities are more motivated to manage their land effectively. The city as a whole also
benefits if curb parking pays for neighborhood public services because general revenue can
instead pay for general public purposes.
By solving the curb parking problem and financing public investment, parking benefit
districts will improve neighborhoods and increase property values. Even for residents who don’t
have a parking problem and who don’t place a high value on the added public services (such as
street trees), the increased property values are an incentive to petition for a parking benefit
district. In The Homevoter Hypothesis, Dartmouth College economics professor William Fischel
says residents tend to “vote their homes” in the sense they consider the effect on the value of
their homes when voting on municipal taxes and services. For most homeowners, the equity in
their home is their largest asset, so even those who think curb parking should be free may vote to
form a parking benefit district if they think the added public services will increase their property
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value.
Fischel points out that only about a third of American households have any children in
public school, yet they vote to tax themselves to support the public schools, in part because good
schools increase property values. Homeowners should be even more willing to vote for a parking
benefit district because they won’t have to pay anything.
Market prices for crowded curb parking resemble congestion tolls for crowded freeways
because both are needed when demand would otherwise exceed the available capacity. But
skeptics often view congestion tolls as a heavy-handed attempt to discourage people from driving
during peak periods, and at first glance the tolls do seem unfair because many people have no
choice but to drive roads in rush hours. After explaining the transportation advantages of
congestion tolls, Berkeley planning professor Martin Wachs summed up their poor political
prospects in a celebrated quote: “In addition to professors of transportation economics and
planning—who hardly constitute a potent political force—I can think of few interest groups that
would willingly and vigorously fight for the concept.”51 In their analysis of transportation pricing
strategies for California, Elizabeth Deakin and Greig Harvey explain the lack of political support
for congestion tolls:
The political acceptability of a transportation pricing measure will depend in large part on who
supports it, who opposes it, and how strongly the respective groups feel about it. . . The
beneficiaries of pricing often will be harder to mobilize politically than the losers; for example,
those who would share the benefits of toll revenues may be a large group but individual benefits
may be fairly small. Travelers who place a high value on time may benefit greatly, but these
benefits are, at least in advance of tolling, somewhat speculative. Many of the losers, by
contrast, will see that they have an obvious and significant stake in opposing tolling, and their
numbers may be large.52

Congestion tolls may be our single greatest opportunity to increase urban productivity, and their
benefits can greatly exceed their costs, but motorists do not receive all the benefits. British
transportation economist Philip Goodwin explains that if tolls raise the price of driving and
reduce the traffic flow, drivers suffer a net loss:
There are two groups of drivers—those who are paying more money, only partly offset by extra
speed, and those who are now not enjoying a previously uncharged activity. So where is the
benefit? The benefit only arises from the revenue which is collected. When it is spent sensibly,
it can always generate greater benefit than that sacrificed by the drivers.53
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Likewise, transportation economists Kenneth Small, Clifford Winston, and Carol Evans say that,
aside from the collection costs, the tolls are “simply a transfer of purchasing power with
negligible loss of resources.”54 In this transfer of purchasing power, drivers pay the tolls and get
speedier travel, but if the government has not yet spent the toll revenue, the full consequences of
the tolls and the resulting public benefits paid for by the tolls are not yet revealed.
The tolls are a transfer rather than a use of resources, but from the drivers’ point of view
they are a real cost. On the receiving end of this transfer, the toll revenue must provide real
benefits to specific groups before anyone will actively support the tolls.

If the potential

beneficiaries from the toll revenue do not know who they are, they will not organize to support
the tolls. To increase political support for congestion tolls, Goodwin proposes a “Rule of Three”
for spending the resulting revenue: one-third for public transport improvements, one-third for
road improvements, and one-third to increase general public spending or reduce taxes.55 This
proposed distribution of the revenue can create political support because, Goodwin argues, many
of the benefits of congestion charges are “locked up” in the revenue collected and are realized
only when the revenue is spent, just as many of the benefits of parking charges are realized only
when the revenue is spent.56
Parking benefit districts suggest a politically promising use for congestion toll revenue.
Parking benefit districts create place-based voting blocs of residents who want revenue to
improve their neighborhoods. In a parking benefit district, the politically important people are
the residents who receive the revenue, not the drivers who pay it. If neighborhoods retain the
revenue they generate, voters will want to charge for curb parking. Parking benefit districts thus
suggest a “Rule of One,” because all parking revenue is spent in the neighborhood that generates
it. Can a similar distribution of the revenue create political support for congestion tolls?
Suppose a state charges tolls on all congested freeways and returns the revenues to the
cities through which the freeways pass.

With this pattern of revenue distribution, elected

officials will want to charge nonresidents for driving through their cities, and the revenue
recipients can become a political voice for more efficient transportation pricing.57
Consider how this proposal might work in Southern California. If cities receive revenue
from the tolls collected within their borders, they will become powerful placebound political
voices demanding congestion tolls. Cities already have strong lobbies in state legislatures, while
many of the older, poorer cities bisected, trisected, and eviscerated by congested highways are in
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desperate fiscal plights. In Los Angeles County, the average per capita income in the 66 cities
with freeways is $20,100 a year, and in the 22 cities without freeways is $35,100 a year, so
congestion tolls will transfer money from richer cities to poorer ones (see Appendix J for a
discussion of the distributional effects of congestion tolls). Consider the per-capita incomes in
some cities without freeways: Beverly Hills ($65,500), Hidden Hills ($94,100), and Rolling Hills
($111,000).

And consider the per-capita incomes in some cities with freeways: Compton

($10,400), Lynwood ($9,500), and Maywood ($8,900).58

Congestion tolls can become an

efficient, fair, and progressive source of public revenue for the benefitted cities.
Freeways are an appropriate source of public revenue.

Many cities already receive

considerable revenue from land uses, such as auto dealerships and big-box retailers, that generate
high sales taxes. Particularly since Proposition 13 was passed in California, fiscal considerations
strongly influence land-use planning. Because property taxes are limited, cities strive to attract
land uses that generate sales tax revenue. Dean Misczynski, Director of the California State
Library Research Bureau, coined the term “fiscalization of land use” to refer to the practice of
making zoning decisions based on the resulting tax revenues and public service costs.59 Cities
rezone land to attract these tax generators—often at the expense of housing, manufacturing, and
other land uses that do not generate significant tax revenues.
The toll revenue will not lead cities to compete for new freeways but will instead create
political support to charge congestion tolls on the existing freeways.

Although most

transportation experts believe tolls are the only way to significantly reduce traffic congestion,
little progress has been made toward adopting them. For example, University of California
economist Charles Lave says, “It has been a commonplace event for transportation economists to
put the conventional [congestion toll] diagram on the board, note the self-evident optimality of
pricing solutions, and then sit down waiting for the world to adopt this obviously correct
solution. Well, we have been waiting for 70 years now, and it’s worth asking what are the facets
of the problem that we have been missing? Why is the world reluctant to do the obvious?”60
Likewise, Belgian transport economists Edward Calthrop and Stef Proost explain the advantages
of pricing strategies in urban transportation but conclude, “Despite clear efficiency advantages,
environmental taxes are rarely adopted in the transport sector.

This seems strange: if the

efficiency gains are waiting to be enjoyed, why do politicians so rarely seem to pursue them?”61
The answer to this question, I would argue, is that the revenues need effective political claimants,
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and returning the toll revenue to cities with freeways can create these claimants.
As it turns out, most cities with freeways also have many low-income residents. This is
no accident, in part because higher-income residents are successful at fending off noxious land
uses. In 1965, for example, California approved the 9.5-mile Beverly Hills Freeway connecting
the I-101 in Hollywood to the I-405 in Westwood and running straight through the heart of
Beverly Hills. Construction was scheduled to begin in 1975 but never began at all, mainly
because the City of Beverly Hills fought the project relentlessly.

Prosperous cities that

successfully push freeways into other cities will have a tenuous claim on the congestion toll
revenue. Distributing the revenue to cities with freeways will compensate those who suffer from
air and noise pollution, improve public finance in low-income cities, and create political support
for congestion tolls. Instead of fiscalizing land use, we can fiscalize the freeways.
Congestion tolls cannot be implemented all at once, but they can be introduced in stages.
High Occupancy/Toll (HOT) lanes already allow solo drivers to pay to use HOV lanes, and the
two HOT facilities in Southern California show the policy is a great success (see Chapter 11).
The European Union is planning to use satellite technology to charge congestion tolls on any
kind of congested road. If the technology is successful, tolls can be introduced on freeways and
surface streets one lane at a time.62 Congestion tolls — the lowest price that will keep traffic
flowing freely — can become a necessary pay-as-you-go fiscal resource for cities.
But let’s get back to fiscalizing curb parking. The place-based nature of curb parking
revenue helps explain why meter rates are unusually high in London (up to £4 an hour in 2004).
The 33 boroughs of London, not the citywide Greater London Authority, receive all curb parking
revenue, and these boroughs act like neighborhoods that collect money from outsiders. Residents
can park free in their own permit districts, but outsiders must pay to park at the meters. The
borough of Westminster in central London, for example, collects more revenue from parking
than from property taxes.63 Similar reasoning may also explain why London was the first large
city in Europe to impose congestion tolls on motorists who drive into the center: commuters and
visitors pay a toll of £5 a day, while those who live in the city center receive a 90 percent
discount.64 Many of the drivers who pay the toll do not live (or vote) in London, but the city
keeps all the revenue, which is a powerful incentive for charging the tolls. If the toll revenue
went to the national government rather than to the city, London would undoubtedly still have
free, congested roads. Similarly, if curb parking revenue went to the Greater London Authority
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rather than to the 33 boroughs, London would still have cheaper but overcrowded curb parking.
Roads and parking spaces are not the only public property that, through mismanagement,
fails to produce significant revenue. Most people are aware of this problem, or at least of its
symptoms, because newspapers occasionally report stories about how poor management of a
public resource has made some special interests horribly rich. Radio and television stations pay
nothing to use the broadcast waves; ranchers pay almost nothing to graze their cattle on federal
land; and mining companies extract gold, silver, and other minerals from federal land without
paying royalties to the government.65 No one in particular has a strong incentive to devote time
and effort to raising the prices charged for the radio spectrum, grazing lands, or mineral resources
because the revenue simply disappears into the federal budget. But the special interests—
broadcasters, ranchers, and miners—who directly benefit from underpricing have a strong
incentive to lobby in Congress, so the public prices stay low.
Suppose, however, the federal government offered to share revenue from auctioning the
radio spectrum with states in which broadcasters are located. Members of Congress would
suddenly have a new incentive to charge broadcasters fair-market prices for using the spectrum.
The revenue would create effective public claimants willing to fight for auctioning the spectrum
because Senators and Representatives could take credit for bringing billions of dollars home to
their states. Similarly, the federal government could share the public revenue from grazing and
mining with the states and counties where the activities take place.

Again, Senators and

Representatives would have an incentive to support charging fair-market rents and royalties for
using federal land because their own districts would receive a large benefit. This rent-sharing
policy will lead state and local representatives to demand more money. In representing the
interests of their constituents, members of Congress would see the advantages of market-rate
prices, and the federal government’s share of the new revenues would also increase.
The rents earned by public resources—from parking spaces to freeways to the radio
spectrum—need the right recipients who will demand price reforms, and these right recipients
are those for whom the benefits of efficient management are concentrated rather than dispersed.
To use a much-maligned term, efficiency requires a special interest. Sharing federal public
resource rents with states, counties, and neighborhoods will turn the residents into special
interests, who will in turn become political advocates. They will champion public prices to serve
the public interest rather than a private interest. As University of Chicago economist Henry
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Simons put it, “There is nothing seriously wrong with our institution of property or our
institutional system save our proclivity to waste time in attacking or defending it and to neglect
proper tasks of changing it continuously by wise collective experimentation.”66 If we experiment
with sharing the rents from public resources among the right recipients, we can create the
necessary political support for price reforms.
Rent sharing among levels of government may at first glance seem to take money away
from the level that now receives it. To return to the case of parking, cities now receive all the
meter revenue, and they are understandably reluctant to share it with anyone else. Where curb
parking is now free, however, offering to return meter revenue to neighborhoods will not take
any existing revenue from the general fund. This helps explain why Pasadena was willing to
return all the revenue to Old Pasadena: the city previously had no parking meters anywhere, so it
lost nothing. Where cities do charge for curb parking and keep the revenue for the general fund,
however, returning any of it to neighborhoods can siphon away money the city is accustomed to
receiving. This helps explain why San Diego returns only 45 percent of meter revenue to the
neighborhoods: because it already had more than 5,000 meters in the city, sharing the revenue
created a short-term loss for its general fund. San Diego’s City Manager acknowledged this loss
but argued the revenue sharing would encourage neighborhoods to install more parking meters to
obtain more revenue for themselves and would eventually increase total revenue to the city (see
Chapter 16).
Even the prospect of a short-term loss to the general fund may deter some cash-strapped
cities from returning any meter revenue to the neighborhoods that generate it. In this case, is
there any way a city can create parking benefit districts without a cost to the general fund? Yes,
if the city returns to neighborhoods only the increment in meter revenue—the amount above and
beyond the existing meter revenue—that occurs after a parking benefit district is formed. We can
call it “parking increment finance.”
Parking increment finance closely resembles tax increment finance, which is a popular
way to pay for public investment in redevelopment projects: cities allocate to local
redevelopment agencies the increment in property tax revenue resulting from the increased
property values in their project areas. Similarly, cities can allocate to BIDs the increment in
parking meter revenue resulting from increased business activity in their districts.67 If BIDs
receive only the increments in their parking meter revenue, the city will keep all the meter
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revenue it already collects. BIDs will receive added public services without costing the city or
themselves anything, while the guarantee of existing revenue to the general fund can reduce
political concerns about assigning revenue to BIDs. Securing agreement to create a BID will be
much easier if businesses know every additional dollar of curb parking revenue generated in their
district will be reinvested in the area to finance its revitalization.

If the parking revenue

increment in a district is enough to finance the district’s total expenditures, both businesses and
the taxpayers will receive a free BID.
Parking increment finance will give BIDs a clear incentive to support installing meters,
charging market rates, operating the meters for longer hours, creating more curb spaces with
diagonal parking, and ticketing illegally parked cars. Better enforcement alone can substantially
increase parking revenue. In a study of parking meter collections, management consultants
Buxton Williams and Jon Ross found that, in a typical downtown case, cities collected only 41
percent of the charges that drivers should have paid for the time they spent at parking meters; 59
percent of the total potential revenue was not collected.68 Broken meters accounted for the loss
of 8 percent of potential revenue, while drivers simply failed to pay for 51 percent of the time
they were parked at meters. In this case, stricter enforcement and better maintenance of the
existing meters could more than double the curb parking revenue.
Parking increment finance differs from tax increment finance in one key aspect: critics
argue that Tax Increment Finance diverts to redevelopment districts money that should go to the
general fund, or as economist Mason Gaffney put it, “certain favored groups get the increment
while everyone else gets the excrement.”69 Parking increment finance will clearly generate
additional revenue, rather than divert existing revenue that would have accrued to the general
fund, and because cities now charge nothing for curb parking in most neighborhoods, most
parking benefit districts will automatically be parking increment finance districts.
Charging market-rate prices for curb parking is economically efficient, and it may become
politically feasible, but is it fair? Many people will initially say no, but they may change their
minds after they think about it. After all, the complaint that charging for curb parking is unfair
can be made against charging for almost anything. Motorists pay for most other costs of owning
and operating a car (gasoline, tires, repairs, insurance, and the vehicle itself), but few see this as
unjust.70 If people pay rent for housing, why shouldn’t cars pay rent for parking?
To judge whether charging for curb parking is fair, we can compare it with the current
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alternative—off-street parking requirements that increase the prices of everything else. With offstreet parking requirements, even households without cars pay for parking indirectly in the form
of higher prices for everything they buy. In contrast, when curb spaces are priced at market rates,
only parkers must absorb the cost. Charging for curb parking is thus fairer than imposing offstreet parking requirements, especially for those who are too poor to own a car. The 2001
National Household Travel Survey found that households with incomes less than $25,000 a year
are nine times more likely not to own a car than households with incomes greater than $25,000 a
year.

Similarly, households living in a rented residence are six times more likely than

homeowners not to own a car.71 Because cars are unequally distributed in the population,
charging drivers for the curb parking they use is fairer than forcing everyone to pay for off-street
parking, even those who do not use it. Parking requirements take money from the poor to
subsidize the better-off: drivers park without paying, while nondrivers pay without parking.
I am not saying we should pay more for parking. Off-street parking requirements already
force everyone, including the carless, to pay too much for parking indirectly. I am saying we
should pay for parking directly. Cities can individualize—decollectivize—the cost of parking, so
that we pay less for parking if we use less. While we all want to park free, we should not elevate
this wish into a social judgment that charging for curb parking is unfair, especially when we
compare it with the alternative—off-street parking requirements that impose a heavy burden even
on those with the least ability to pay. Almost everyone will be better off by paying only for the
parking they use and not paying the high costs off-street parking requirements impose on
everyone.
Skeptics may assume that paying for parking directly will ruthlessly segregate drivers by
income and will harm the poor by reserving the best spaces for the rich. But the parking-location
model in Chapter 18 shows several factors affect choices about where to park: parking duration,
the number of people in the car, and the value drivers place on saving time for a specific trip.
Drivers value time savings differently from one trip to another, and market-priced parking gives
travelers a trip-specific, spur-of-the-moment ability to place a high value on their time. Poor
people can be in a hurry, and drivers who cannot always afford to park in the best spaces can still
choose to park in them on occasions when saving time is particularly important. Conversely,
everyone can save on parking if they are willing to carpool, spend time walking, or ride public
transit. Market prices will make curb parking spaces readily available for everyone, everywhere,
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all the time, so drivers can always choose where to park. Many people get upset when they can’t
find a place to park even if they are willing to pay for it, so they may feel that market-rate parking
is better than free parking if it means they can always find a space. Market-priced curb parking
will thus serve as a safety net drivers can use when they are in a hurry and an important trip is at
stake.
In a similar vein, the cruising-for-parking model in Chapter 13 shows underpriced curb
parking does not automatically benefit the poor. The same factors that influence the decision of
where to park also influence the decision whether to cruise. Someone who is in a hurry or has a
car full of impatient people willing to split a parking fee is less likely to spend time circling the
block. Again, income is only one of several factors that affect the value of saving time on a
particular trip, and the same person can make different choices on different days. Because
factors other than the value of time also affect the willingness to cruise for parking, cruising does
not automatically allocate free curb parking spaces to poor people. In other words, free curb
parking is not an effective way to help the poor, especially because many of the poorest people
cannot afford cars. Elderly poor residents who travel very little pay for parking they don’t use,
while younger, richer, and more mobile residents use parking they don’t pay for. Charging for
curb parking may make a few of the poorest drivers worse off, even when the added public
services financed by the revenues are taken into account, but it will make most of the poorest
people better off.
Assuming the rich will monopolize market-priced parking spaces seems intuitive, but the
fear is exaggerated. To examine how the price of curb parking affects the demography of curb
parkers, Peter Clinch and Andrew Kelly at University College Dublin interviewed slightly more
than 1,000 curb parkers before and after the price of curb parking was raised by 50 percent (to
€1.90 per hour, which was still slightly lower than the cost of off-street parking) in the center of
Dublin in 2001. One surprising change observed after the price rise was a 19 percent increase in
the share of curb parkers who were women.72 The average parking duration fell by 17 percent
after the meter prices increased, durations longer than three hours fell by 39 percent, and
durations of one-to-two hours increased by 32 percent.

Perhaps because the turnover rate

increased, the number of curb parkers who had cruised for 11 minutes or longer before finding a
curb space also declined by 28 percent. The most surprising change was a 24 percent decline in
the share of curb parkers who were in the highest social class. Who took their spaces? The
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upper middle class: their share increased by 24 percent.73 The age profile of curb parkers did not
change at all. In summary, raising the meter rate by 50 percent reduced the number of upper
class males who parked at the curb, reduced the average parking duration, and reduced the
cruising time needed to find a curb space. Who can object to these results on the grounds that
charging for curb parking is not fair?
When High Occupancy Toll (HOT) lanes were first proposed in California, critics
contended they would become the exclusive province of the rich—“Lexus lanes,” as California
Senator Tom Hayden dubbed them. After the HOT lanes opened, however, Fords and Chevrolets
were far more common than a Lexus. A variety of people use the lanes for a variety of reasons,
and most people who travel in the HOT-lane corridors think the tolls are fair. In one survey, 84
percent of respondents said the HOT lanes are fair to the drivers who use them, and 80 percent
said they are fair to those who do not use them.74 Another survey showed the Lexus-lane
concerns are not widely shared: 91 percent of those surveyed think the time-savings options
provided by the HOT lanes are a “good idea,” and 66 percent of drivers who do not use them
support them. Eighty percent of the lowest-income motorists using the HOT lanes agreed with
the statement, “People who drive alone should be able to use the I-15 Express Lanes for a fee.”75
The lowest-income users were more likely to support this statement than were the highestincome users, which suggests “Lexus liberals” are the ones who worry most about Lexus lanes.
By extension, if neighborhoods can keep the curb parking revenue they generate, people of all
incomes will probably agree that charging nonresidents the market price for curb parking is also
fair.
Even egalitarians should recognize that equality does not mean parking should be free.
Gasoline is a basic necessity for cars, but this does not mean gasoline should be free. Filling
stations offer different grades of gasoline (with both self service and full service) at different
prices, and this is not unfair. Parking spaces differ from one another chiefly in location, and
different prices in different locations are likewise not unfair. Parking is a basic necessity for cars,
but drivers who cannot find a free parking space do not deserve the same sympathy as the
homeless. Hotel rooms are a basic necessity for tourists, but this does not mean cities should
require free hotels everywhere. If cities established minimum hotel requirements to meet the
demand for free hotel rooms, they would soon need the help of tourism demand management
consultants.
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accommodation,” just as walking and cycling are now called “alternative transportation,” without
the need for anyone to ask “alternative to what?” Because solo driving is the norm, anything else
is alternative — deviant? — transportation.
Minimum hotel requirements and free rooms are absurd, of course, because it is hard to
imagine hotels could operate satisfactorily without charging guests. If cities priced parking
spaces like hotel rooms, the parking industry would come to resemble the hospitality industry.
Parking prices would vary by time and location, and the similarity doesn’t end there. Many cities
impose “transient occupancy taxes,” a euphemism for taxes on hotel guests. These are politically
popular taxes for good reason.

Any tax paid by nonresidents is popular with voters, and

nonresident curb parkers are the ultimate transient occupants. If transient occupancy taxes are
fair for tourists, they should also be fair for motorists.
The economic, environmental, and equity implications of charging market prices for curb
parking are even clearer in developing countries where the parking problems are more severe and
most car owners are affluent. In Istanbul, for example, the Chicago Tribune reports:
This city of 15 million has nearly doubled in population in the past decade and has an oversupply
of honking horns and a shortage of parking spaces to go with it. Drivers desperately seeking a
place to park leave their cars in other people’s yards, at bus stops and sometimes, when the
search becomes too much, right in the middle of a busy street. People try gamely to protect
parking spots with ramshackle chairs and removable steel posts. The problem has created a
whole cottage industry, something residents call “the parking mafia.” Affluent people hire
guards to patrol the street in front of their villas and apartment buildings. Any business hoping
to succeed—from a grocery store to a tanning salon to a tea garden—provides valet parking
through the parking mafia. Such is the demand for slots in this overcrowded city that authorities
say ad hoc parking barons have begun systematically burning buildings, claiming large numbers
of the distinctive Ottoman-era wooden houses that provide character to residential areas.76

Market prices can certainly be used to manage curb parking demand and tame traffic in cities like
Istanbul. Spending the revenue to provide basic public services, such as piped water, sewers, and
sidewalks, will produce great benefits, largely at the expense of the car-owning elite. Because
cities can borrow against the future stream of curb parking revenue, they can finance major
public improvements in a short time.77
Regardless of a nation’s income and culture, the politics of charging for curb parking
seem similar all over the world. Taraknath Mazumder of the Indian Institute of Technology says,
“Most of the present decision-making regarding on-street parking in India relies on intuition and
public opinion.”78 This situation may never change in India or anywhere else, but parking benefit
districts will create new economic incentives that can change both intuition and public opinion
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because residents will see they personally benefit from market-priced curb parking. The changes
in public opinion can then lead to better public policies for parking and transportation.
To ensure equity in curb parking, cities can offer “lifeline” credits for lower-income
households, similar to the existing lifeline pricing arrangements for electricity and telephone
service. For example, cities may choose to give each low-income citizen a minimum parking
credit without charge.79 These credits will guarantee at least a minimum level of access, and
those who don’t own a car can use their credit to pay for parking when drivers offer them a ride.
Because the city will charge for curb parking that was formerly free, the lifeline credits will not
require a cash outlay. Instead, they will transfer income from those who own cars to those who
don’t. Charging market prices for curb parking and offering lifeline credits to the poor is fairer
than requiring off-street parking everywhere.
Cities can also give lifeline credits to help disabled drivers who need to park close to their
destinations. By creating a few vacancies everywhere, market-priced curb parking will improve
access for the disabled because able-bodied drivers will never “need” to park in spaces reserved
for the disabled. Because business owners and residents in a parking benefit district will lose
revenue when a driver misuses a disabled placard to park free at the curb, they will actively
support ticketing for this despicable behavior. As it is now, disabled placards are so widely
misused, and detection of a violation is so difficult, the chance of actually getting a ticket is so
low that even high fines for violations do not prevent misuse. In parts of Los Angeles, for
example, so many disabled spaces are fraudulently occupied that legitimate users of disabled
placards cannot find a parking space.80

Reducing illegal parking in disabled spaces thus

represents yet another advantage of charging the right price for curb parking and returning the
revenue to neighborhoods.
Charging for curb parking is fairer than requiring off-street parking, but will the resulting
pattern of public spending also be fair? Suppose a rich neighborhood earns considerable curb
parking revenue from nonresidents, while a poor neighborhood in the same city cannot earn
anything because few nonresidents want to park there. The rich neighborhood will have plenty
of money to spend on its public services, but the poor neighborhood will get nothing. This seems
unfair, but it may also be uncommon, because the rich usually live far from land uses that create
spillover parking. Still, many poor families also live in neighborhoods with no prospect of
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earning much curb revenue, and some rich people live at high densities on streets (such as Fifth
Avenue or Wilshire Boulevard) that can earn substantial revenue. In these cases, a form of
revenue sharing can counteract the potential for inequities in spending patterns. As described in
Chapter l7, the city of San Diego shares parking meter revenue with its neighborhoods: 55
percent of the revenue goes to the city’s general fund, and 45 percent goes to the neighborhoods
that generate it. Revenue sharing can thus be used to redistribute income without breaking the
link between curb parking and public services in a neighborhood. All neighborhoods will have
an incentive to charge market prices for curb parking, but even the neighborhoods that cannot
earn sufficient revenue will benefit.
Charging for curb parking that was formerly free may seem to be a “taking” by the
community, but this is unfair only if motorists are assumed to have a private right to public
property without payment.

Motorists have not earned a right to park free, so it is more

appropriate to think of free parking as a “giving” than of charging for parking as a taking. The
giving, not the taking, needs justification. Why should the community give public land to
motorists for their private use without any payment? Motorists pay gasoline taxes for the roads,
but only when their cars are moving, not when they are parked, and motorists pay less in gasoline
taxes the longer they park.
Charging for curb parking is less controversial than taxing land. The argument for taxing
land rests on the idea that increments in land value are created by the community rather than by
individuals, and therefore represent a less-than-legitimate source of private income. Charging for
curb parking, in contrast, does not require an assertion of public rights in private land. On the
contrary, it merely requires a reassertion of public rights (as opposed to private motorists’ rights)
to public land. Cities own curb parking and have the right to collect its full rental value, just as
the owner of a private parking lot has the right to collect its full rental value. This is not to say
Henry George was wrong in his views that the public should tax private land values, but rather
that charging for curb parking is much easier to explain and defend. San Francisco State
University political scientist Louis Wasserman says:
The full single tax is not a serious fiscal proposal today, if only because there are no political
prospects for its adoption anywhere on a national scale. But George’s central principle—that the
incidence of taxation should bear on the value of land rather than upon productive enterprise and
improvements—remains a lively issue of fiscal reform. . . . What is typically sought by land
taxers today is a modest advance along Georgist lines.81
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A community can legitimately charge motorists who park their cars on scarce public land, and
the result will be a modest advance along Georgist lines.
Most arguments in favor of market-price parking stress efficiency rather than equity.
British transportation economist Gabriel Roth, for example, meticulously explained how market
prices can efficiently allocate curb parking in his 1966 monograph, Paying for Parking. One
would expect other economists to appreciate this point, but an unsigned review in the Economic
Journal revealed a visceral prejudice against the idea:
A solution to the parking problem, which is part of the wider urban road traffic congestion
problem, is seen in terms of the free operation of the price mechanism without subsidy from local
authorities or any other public body. No element of collective need is recognised; the doctor has
to outbid all comers for a space to park outside his own surgery and, presumably, outside his
patients’ houses whenever the need arises. Consideration is not given to social costs and
benefits, nor is it suggested that any should be given.82

This haughty, self-righteous dismissal of market-priced curb parking was written so long ago that
doctors still made house calls “whenever the need arises,” but is timeless in its easy assumptions
that the “social costs and benefits” preclude using the “price mechanism” and the “collective
need” for parking automatically justifies a “subsidy from local authorities.” But free curb
parking creates huge social costs in the form of traffic congestion, air pollution, and energy
consumption.

Free curb parking also creates the political demand for off-street parking

requirements that increase prices, reduce density, and degrade urban design. Market-priced curb
parking will reduce these social costs and will produce public revenue rather than require a
public subsidy. Efficiency and equity are thus both good reasons to charge for curb parking.
Most arguments for free parking probably stem more from unenlightened self-interest
than from a concern for social justice. In Great Cities and Their Traffic, J. Michael Thomson
explained how unacknowledged self-interest can lead to a biased analysis of urban transportation
problems:
When approaching the subject of urban transport there is a danger of starting off with
preconceived ideas and unconscious value judgments. Anyone concerned with the subject will
have had years of personal experience as a user of urban transport; he will have acquired his own
angle or viewpoint which, if not recognized, may lead to a biased analysis and assessment of the
problem.
Most of the people professionally responsible for urban transport are car owners and drive to
their offices every day. The most powerful transport authorities are usually highway engineering
departments occupying premises provided with free parking space to which most of the senior
staff commute by car. The senior managers of public transport companies are more likely to
arrive by car than by any one of their buses. And one of the first tasks of a team of consultants
engaged to undertake an urban transport study is to acquire a fleet of private cars. It is beyond
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dispute that most important decisions affecting urban transport are made by people whose
personal viewpoint of the problem is largely behind the wheel of a car.83

Drivers rarely think parking is too cheap or too plentiful, and if policy makers view the
parking problem from behind the wheel of a car, what looks good for drivers probably looks
good for society as well.

Because motorists make most of society’s decisions about

transportation and land-use policy, “collective need” somehow justifies free parking. Policy
makers have had years of personal experience as users of parking; they have acquired their own
personal viewpoint that can lead to a biased analysis of the parking problem and to bad public
policy.
Charging for curb parking may seem like a radical way to pay for public services, but
other fiscal reforms once considered radical now seem only commonsense.

Consider the

precedent of deducting income taxes from workers’ paychecks. In Washington Goes to War,
David Brinkley relates the strong liberal opposition to payroll withholding of income taxes.
Before World War II, people paid taxes in quarterly installments on the income they had earned
during the previous year. After the war began, income tax rates rose dramatically, but revenues
lagged a year behind. The Chairman of the New York Federal Reserve Bank, Beardsley Ruml,
conceived a solution: “pay as you go” he called it. Workers would pay taxes on income as they
earned it, with the money deducted from their paychecks before they ever saw it. A problem
with this scheme, however, disturbed liberals: “To begin a new year cleanly with a pay-as-you-go
system,” Ruml argued, “it would be necessary to forgive taxes for the previous year. Otherwise,
people would have to pay two years of taxes in one year, an impossible burden for many.”84 But
liberals believed that giving rich people a year’s tax amnesty was unconscionable, especially in
wartime. Brinkley explains the strong opposition:
Liberals continued to balk. “The true content of the proposal,” one opponent claimed, was
simply to “make the rich richer and the poor poorer.” And the president continued to promise to
veto any bill that contained a tax-forgiveness clause. . . . Everyone agreed that the tax system
was not working. Everyone (including the president) agreed that the pay-as-you-go system
would work better. But bitter disagreements over a one-time (and largely imaginary) “windfall”
for the wealthy had brought the whole process to a halt. Finally, Congress produced a bill that
included a year’s forgiveness for lower-income people, and only a partial forgiveness for the
wealthy. The president did not mind that at all. He signed it. It took effect on July 1, 1943.
The prolonged battle over the immediate effects of the plan had, apparently, prevented anyone
from looking closely at the potential long-range results. For Beardsley Ruml . . . had produced a
revolution in American public finance. When people became accustomed to paying taxes as they
had always paid for automobiles—on the installment plan—Congress and the president learned,
to their pleasure, what automobile salesmen had learned long before: that installment buyers
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would be induced to pay more because they looked not at the total debt but only at the monthly
payments. And in this case there was, for government, the added psychological advantage that
people were paying their taxes with money they had never even seen. The term “take-home pay”
now entered the language.85

Payroll withholding of income taxes is now so ingrained that the early opposition on the
grounds it would harm the poor seems almost unbelievable. In the same way, once communities
have begun to enjoy public services paid for by curb parking, opposition to charging for parking
on the grounds it would harm the poor may in the future seem just as unbelievable. “Pay as you
park” is fairer than our current system of paying without parking and parking without paying.
Governments typically follow one of two approaches toward pricing public services: (1)
price at cost, regardless of the market, or (2) price at market, regardless of the cost.86 Free curb
parking exemplifies the first approach because there is no obvious cost to cover. Market-price
curb parking exemplifies the second approach: the price is determined by demand, not by cost.
Curb parking can generate considerable revenue for a city because the market price of parking
can greatly exceed the cost of collecting the revenue and maintaining the spaces. The cost of
collecting the curb parking revenue does not increase the market price of curb parking but is
instead subtracted from the gross revenue to yield the net revenue.
Aside from the cost of collecting the revenue and maintaining the road space, curb
parking has an opportunity cost—the other possible uses of the space devoted to idle cars. Both
sides of every road need not be used for parking, and many constituencies vie for the land.
Pedestrians want wide sidewalks. Cyclists want bike lanes. Drivers want road space. Residents
want street trees. Restaurants want sidewalk tables. Curb parking competes with all these other
uses, so it can have a high opportunity cost. Cities take this into account when they prohibit curb
parking on some streets during peak traffic hours because the roadway is too valuable to use as a
parking lane.87 Market prices for curb parking will reveal how much drivers think the curb
spaces are really worth and will therefore help cities compare the value of a parking lane with the
value of a wider sidewalk or an additional lane for cars or bicycles. As William Vickrey said,
“The only objection to the use of a given space by a given individual is that he may thereby be
depriving someone else of the privilege of using it.”88 The market-clearing price of parking
reveals one opportunity cost of a parking space—the price other motorists are willing to pay for
it. If cities charge market-clearing prices for their curb parking spaces—prices just high enough
to create a few vacancies on every block at all times—these prices will show the value of a curb
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parking space. Knowing the value of the curb spaces can then help cities make informed
judgments about the highest and best use of their valuable real estate. Cities may choose to
eliminate a few parking spaces in popular pedestrian precincts, widen the sidewalks, and add
room for sidewalk cafés or even wig stands. Palo Alto, California, for example, plants street
trees in the parking lane rather than on the sidewalks, and widens the sidewalks at the
intersections to make pleasant seating areas.

A few curb parking spaces are lost, but the

sidewalks are more inviting and pedestrian crossings at the intersections are easier.89
Figure 19-5, Photographs of sidewalks and street trees in Palo Alto
Beyond their effects related to efficiency and equity in the transportation sector, parking
benefit districts will also shift final demand from private consumption to local public investment,
and this shift will alter the demand for different kinds of labor.

Public spending for

neighborhood public goods will create more jobs in the local economy than does private
consumption because more of the goods and services that go into local public investment are
produced locally rather than imported from outside the region.
To investigate this question, I have used a model of the Southern California economy to
estimate how parking benefit districts will affect local employment and income. The Southern
California Planning Model (developed by the Lusk Center Research Institute of the University of
Southern California) is a 515-sector input-output model of the economy of Los Angeles, Orange,
Riverside, San Bernardino, and Ventura Counties.90 The model estimates not only the direct
effects created by final demand, but also the indirect and induced effects created by intersectoral
linkages. The model thus makes it possible to estimate the net effects of reducing private
consumption and increasing public investment.
Spending money to repair sidewalks, for example, will divert resources from local private
consumption to investment in local public infrastructure. Suppose parking benefit districts spend
$1 million a year to repair their sidewalks, and motorists who pay for parking correspondingly
reduce their other private consumption expenditures by $1 million a year. The effect of reducing
private consumption is estimated by reducing the final demand for each consumption category in
proportion to its share of consumption found in the Consumer Expenditure Survey conducted by
the Bureau of Labor Statistics. The effect of increasing public investment in sidewalks is a bit
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more difficult to estimate because the input-output matrix, although highly disaggregated, does
not have a specific category for spending on sidewalks. The closest analogy in the matrix is
spending on roads, which seems similar in its labor and material demands to spending on
sidewalks.

The effect of increasing investment in sidewalks is therefore approximated by

increasing the final demand for roads.
Table 19-1 shows the results of shifting $1 million a year from local private consumption
to local public investment. The first row shows private consumption and public investment
change by equal and opposite amounts, so there is no net change in final demand.
Table 19-1
The second row shows raising public investment by $1 million a year will increase local
wages by $840,000 a year, while lowering private consumption by $1 million a year will reduce
local wages by only $446,000 a year. Shifting final demand from private consumption to public
investment will therefore increase total local wages by $394,000 a year ($840,000 !$460,000).
Why is the net increase in local wages so dramatic? Local workers construct sidewalks, while
many private consumption goods—such as cameras, cars, and clothes—are imported from
outside the region, or even the country.

Almost all the new jobs created for sidewalk

construction will therefore be local, while many of the jobs lost from reduced private
consumption will be offshore.91
The third row shows reducing private consumption by $1 million a year will eliminate 18
local jobs but increasing public investment by $1 million a year will create 22 local jobs.
Therefore, the shift in final demand from private consumption to public investment will create
four new local jobs. Why does the spending shift increase total wages by $349,000 a year but
create only four new jobs? As the fourth row shows, the jobs eliminated as a result of reducing
private consumption pay an average wage of $24,900 a year, while the jobs created by increasing
public investment pay an average wage of $39,100 a year. In other words, not only does the shift
from private consumption to public investment create 20 percent more jobs than it eliminates, but
the created jobs also pay an average wage that is 57 percent higher than the eliminated jobs.92
The last row shows that local tax revenue will increase by $33,000 a year. This occurs
because the shift in final demand toward local production stimulates taxable economic activity in
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the five-county region. Therefore, in this example, parking benefit districts will increase local
tax revenue by 3 percent of the final demand they divert from private consumption to public
investment.
These figures are rough approximations rather than precise estimates, and the results will
vary depending on the specific public spending parking benefit districts choose to finance.
Nevertheless, the logic is clear.

By shifting demand from private consumption to public

investment, parking benefit districts will make cities more prosperous.
In addition to improving the economies of cities, removing off-street parking
requirements and increasing the price of parking can improve the national economy as well. We
don’t import parking spaces, but free parking increases the domestic demand for our two biggest
imports: cars and fuel. In 2001 the U.S. imported $293 billion of motor vehicles and petroleum,
accounting for 26 percent of total imports.93 Because higher prices for parking will reduce the
demand for cars and gasoline, they can significantly reduce both imports and the trade deficit.
Quite aside from this financial benefit, reduced gasoline consumption will reduce our national
insecurity related to dependence on foreign oil.
Children first learn about free parking, city planning, and the economy when they play
Monopoly. After throwing the dice, players move around the board and buy property, build
hotels, go to jail, or park free. The players learn about being tenants when they land on another
player’s property and have to pay rent. They learn about being landlords when another player
lands on their property and they collect rent. They learn about being owner-occupiers when they
land on a property they have bought. They learn about investing when they take out mortgages to
build houses. They learn about urban renewal when they remove houses to build hotels. And
finally they learn about bankruptcy because the game ends when every player but one is
bankrupt. But Monopoly misleads its players about two important features of the economy and
city planning. The first is inflation because Monopoly’s prices have remained the same since
1935. The second is off-street parking requirements because Monopoly doesn’t have them.
Off-street parking requirements have a history similar to that of Monopoly, which ended
up wholly different from how it started out.

According to legend, Charles Darrow, an

unemployed engineer in Philadelphia, invented Monopoly during the Great Depression. He
sketched the game on his kitchen table, named the properties after streets in Atlantic City, made
the houses and hotels from scrap lumber, used colored buttons for the tokens, and later sold the
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game to the Parker Brothers company for a fortune. But Monopoly has a much longer history,
with links to Henry George! Elizabeth Magie, a single-tax advocate, patented a game similar to
Monopoly in 1904.

Called The Landlord’s Game, it was meant to show the evil of land

monopolies and was avidly played in the economics departments at Ivy League universities. In
her patent renewal in 1924, Magie stated:
The object of the game is not only to afford amusement to the players, but to illustrate to them
how under the present or prevailing system of land tenure, the landlord has an advantage over
other enterprises and also how the single tax would discourage land speculation.94

The Landlord’s Game was more political and educational than fun, but players gradually
changed its rules, abandoning the high-minded focus on land value taxes and instead
emphasizing the thrill of land monopolies. By the time Darrow patented Monopoly in 1935, the
game’s purpose had shifted dramatically. Far from being an indictment of land monopolies, it
now celebrated them; what had been condemned somehow became the goal. Along the way, the
Georgist rhetoric in Magie’s game was purged as well. The starting corner changed from “Labor
upon Mother Earth Produces Wages” to “GO,” while the corner opposite it changed from “Public
Park” to “Free Parking.” These changes from The Landlord’s Game to Monopoly during the
early twentieth century mirrored the decline of interest in land value taxation and the shift of
interest from public parks to parking lots. People wanted free parking more than they wanted the
single tax.
Figure 19-6 (Patent applications)
Monopoly looks nothing like what Elizabeth Magie intended, and in accepting what we
have, we rarely stop to think about what we’ve lost. The same is true of free parking, which was
originally intended to help cities but is now seen as an inalienable right around which we plan
our cities at the expense of everything else. Because motorists don’t pay for parking, society at
large must pay for it in other ways—traffic congestion, air pollution, energy consumption,
degraded design, urban sprawl, and the high opportunity costs for land. Every place we have to
put a car is a place we could have put something else. When it comes to parking, we’ve
forgotten land is not free.
Cities missed a great opportunity to collect land rent when cars created the demand for
curb parking. The parking meter was invented in the same year Monopoly was patented (1935)
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so the means to charge for curb parking have long been available. But even reformers who
demand confiscatory taxes on land do not want to pay for parking. At a Georgist conference, I
once recommended market prices for curb parking as a way to collect land rent, and a prominent
single-taxer wrote to me: “I hate to pay for parking.” But Georgists don’t need to advocate
market prices for curb parking in order for the idea to succeed. If neighborhoods retain the curb
parking revenue they generate, the voters will advocate market prices for curb parking.
Charging for curb parking is a modest reform compared with taxing all land rent, and this
is an advantage. Williams economics professor Roger Bolton argued land value taxation failed
to gain acceptance because Henry George was too extreme:
George’s excessive enthusiasm in two respects—that all rent should be taxed and that
governments should trust completely to a single tax on land—got in the way of his acceptance by
professional economists. They also helped blind later generations to the possibilities of a modest
increase in rent taxes as a substitute for other more objectionable taxes.95

Similarly, Robert Andelson and Mason Gaffney explained that much contemporary criticism of
Henry George was “directed against the single tax, not against land-value taxation as merely one
component of a public revenue system.”96 Charging for curb parking is a modest rather than a
sweeping proposal, and if cities spend the resulting revenue to pay for neighborhood public
goods, residents will see that charging market-rate prices for curb parking can improve
transportation, land use, and public finance.
Free curb parking creates a classic commons problem, with many resulting pathologies.
The “shortage” of curb parking causes cruising and creates the demand for off-street parking
requirements, which then distort the markets for both transportation and land. In contrast,
market-priced curb parking will reduce traffic congestion, air pollution, and energy consumption
caused by cruising, and also make curb parking more convenient. Eliminating the need for offstreet parking requirements will, in turn, reduce development costs, make the land market more
efficient, and improve urban design. Finally, the revenue from curb parking will either improve
public services or reduce taxes that distort the economy, or perhaps both.97
With all these potential dividends, why is curb parking an insignificant source of public
revenue? I offer two reasons. First, because off-street parking requirements hide the cost of
parking in higher prices for everything else, most people have been fooled into thinking free
parking really is free. Second, because no one seems to receive the money drivers put into
parking meters, market-price curb parking lacks a political constituency. Planners and politicians
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therefore find it easier to require off-street parking than to charge for curb parking.
Cities can create the necessary political support for market-price curb parking if they
return the resulting revenue to the neighborhoods—the parking benefit districts—that generate it.
Every city has a few neighborhoods that are obvious initial candidates for parking benefit
districts, and the idea can spread by example. When one neighborhood begins to finance public
improvements from curb parking revenue paid by nonresidents, other neighborhoods will see the
advantages and can petition for a similar arrangement. Cities can thus convert parking problems
into public revenue. As Henry George predicted for land value taxation, market-priced curb
parking can contribute to progress and help reduce poverty.
Parking benefit districts cannot, by themselves, completely solve the parking problem nor
should we expect them to. No single proposal can solve a problem that creates so many
conflicting interests and opinions. Staunch conservatives often become ardent communists when
it comes to parking, and rational people quickly turn emotional. Nevertheless, parking benefit
districts offer a practical strategy to improve transportation and land use and to generate
substantial public revenue. Curb parking will remain community property, but each community
will be small enough to encourage efficient management. Market-price curb parking will also
allow cities to remove the off-street parking requirements that place a heavy burden on all real
estate development, a burden ultimately passed along to consumers in the form of higher prices
for everything but parking.
If we continue to do what we’ve always done with curb parking, we will continue to get
what we now have—the “parking problem,” with all its ramifications. Fortunately, we can
resolve this problem if we (1) charge market prices for curb parking; (2) return the revenue to
finance neighborhood public improvements; and (3) remove off-street parking requirements. No
other source of public revenue can so easily bring in so much money and simultaneously improve
transportation, land use, and the environment. All things considered, land rent from marketpriced curb parking is an ideal source of local public revenue.
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13.
George (1879 [1938], 418) was unduly optimistic, but as Robert Andelson (1979, 387) pointed
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14.
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15.
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16.
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17.
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